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Tina has a bigger cousin,
Gertrude, who is a swimming
champion, and has taken into
her head to cross the Channel
alone, challenging irony and
prejudice. But Tina also swims,
and even Tina, like her cousin,
has a challenge to deal with!
Mom, aunts, friends, would
love her all dressed in lace and
ribbons. They do not know that
Tina is secretly training to swim
across the lake and to show
everyone what she can be
capable of...

Contro corrente
by Alice Keller
colour ill. by
Veronica Truttero
16,5 x 23,5 cm
80 pages

Tough girls and stormy waters !
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A Girl on the Top
The true story of Henriette
D'Angeville, who in the midnineteenth century was the first
woman to climb Mont Blanc,
challenging prejudices and
stereotypes, and opening a new
way of living in the mountain
and beyond. Henriette was a
formidable climber for her time,
but also a state-of-the-art
scientist. An adventurous story
between woods and rocky
peaks, myopic men and
courageous women.

By Giuseppe
Caliceti / Ill. By
Andrea Rivola
Hardcover
30x35 cm
40 pages
5 years

What does a king, a princess, an
astronaut, a hippo, a bat, and other
strange characters do in a remote
realm? Invent stories! Many stories in
which the same characters change
their role, they chase, collide, fall in
love! Stories to read and watch, with
lots of details to discover, but also
stories to create. Because you just
change a character and ...
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Una ragazza in
cima
by Francesca
Brunetti
ill. by Marianna
Coppo
12 x 16,8
96 pages € 9,50
8 years
At the end of the
book, suggestions
for small
experiments and
experiences to be
repeated on the
hills behind home

What Should I Say ?
by Sergio Olivotti
Sinnos 2017
15 x19 cm
48 pages
5-8 Y.0
HIGH READABILITY

Nika the monkey likes a lot to tease other jungle animals. But when someone tells her
that her ears are waving, something changes ... So a chain begins of animals (monkeys,
elephants, flamingos, crocodiles, lions) that are caught, consoled and then tossed in turn.
With exhilarating illustrations by Sergio Olivotti, a funny album for first readers about
jokes, laughter, and respect for others.

Sergio Olivotti is an architect, designer and illustrator. He has been a professor at the Politecnico di
Milano from 2006 to 2011, his creative research focuses on the field of didactics and children book
publishing. His imagination consists of dreamy, absurd and ironic environments and characters.
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And … if
the Puss in Boots
had been a Fox ?

Sofia Gallo retells a fairy tale of the
Armenian tradition, full of
adventures, wonderful palaces,
amazed young people, ironic
events, of a fox who, in his
elegance, is a true champion of
slyness and intelligence! But this
fairy-tale is similar to the story of
Puss in Boots, and shows, once
more, how the stories can travel
and change, but in the end they are
always the same ...

Chi trova una
volpe trova un
tesoro
by Sofia Gallo
colour illustrations
by Teresa
Manferrari
12,8 x 16,5 cm
80 pages € 8,50
Age: 6+

Jokes in the Jungle

Cosa dovrei dire
io?
Nika the monkey likes a lot to tease by Angelo Cascio
other jungle animals. But when
ill. by Serio Olivotti
15 x19 cm
someone tells her that her ears are
48 pages
waving, something changes ... So a

chain begins of animals (monkeys,
5-8 Y.0
elephants, flamingos, crocodiles,
lions) that are caught, consoled
HIGH READABILITY
and then tossed in turn. With
exhilarating illustrations by Sergio
Olivot, a funny album for first
readers about jokes, laughter, and
respect for others.

An album for shy and
chattering children

Pino is a tiny goblin and lives in the
woods, along with his animal
friends. He loves to sing, dance,
Pino ha perso le
have fun. But if there is someone
parole
with him, who is very timid, his
by Gloria Francella
words disappear. Where have his
words gone? And how can Pino
20,5 x 22 cm
40 pages
recover them again? Among many
4+
animals, trees and meadows, Pino
will find his lost words and also
some confidence in himself
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An impossible love on the razor`s edge
There is a place in the outskirts of a
big city where there are many kids at
risk because they can become prey
of organized crime, but where there
are also circus schools. It is a way to
overcome delinquency with different
activities. Here a love story develops
between two contemporary Romeo
and Juliet: a boy and a girl with a
marked fate, but who may want to
risk themselves, find new ways,
trying to keep a still more difficult and
bumpy balance between their heads
and and hearts ̶ a great risk.

Loves, rival gangs, fire eaters
Chiara Lico has been a professional journalist since
February 22, 2000. Since 2010 she has been part of the
editorial board of the national TV news Tg2. Her short story
Il numero tre, won "LuccAutori" prize. As a writer debuts in
2007 with Zitto e scrivi (Stampa alternativa). In 2011 came
out her novel Cioccolata e pistacchio (Alacran Edizioni)
dealing with violence against women, that won the "Ridpico
Award 2012". On July 27, 2013, Bovalino (RC) won the
"Pericle d'oro" award for journalism.
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Il rischio
by Chiara Lico
YA Novel
softcover
160 pages
14x21 cm

A graphic novel
full of adventures

† The den of strays

by Patrizia Rinaldi and Marco Paci | ISBN
format 17,5x23,5 | 96 pages in full color
10+
In an ancient times, in a fantasy world, some
young guys find salvation from war and
violence inside a volcano, in a buried and
ruined town: there a really strong girl, a sly
dwarf, and other strange child. All together
they have to rescue Pier Remigio, a gentle
boy, imprisoned by his own father.

New

graphic novels
† SUperspin workshop

by Andrea Satta and Eleonora Antonioni
format cm 21 x 29,7 | 64 pages in b/w
A graphic novel about bycicles for bycicle
addicted, sportsmen, dreamers. Seven
stories with traveling bycicles, recycled
bycicles and discoverings, rock music
made with bycicles, love stories with
bycicles, plays with old famous cyclists,
fashion bycicles, fantastic bears cycling....

A perfect book
for every bycicles
addicted!
fight for
freedom...
war
and love

adventures and magic in the jungle
Fabio StaSSi

el
Federico App

fabio stassi e federico appel

la leggenda

la leggenda di zumbi l’immortale

l’immortale

† The legend of Zumbi,
the deathless

by Fabio Stassi e Federico Appel | format cm 21 x 29,7
| 64 pages in b/w
Zumbi is a predestined: born in Quilombo Dos
Palmares, the last strip of Brazillian land free from the
colonization of the Portuguese, he is an extraordinary
warrior (inventor of Capoeira), a brilliant leader and
has magical powers (his allies are the trees in the
jungle). With his strategic abilities, and to save his love
(taken away from the Portuguese) Zumbi leads the
slaves to revolt.

graphic novels
† Spring’s rain

by Paolina Baruchello and Andrea Rivola
format cm 21 x 29,7 | 64 pages in b/w
Chun yu is a young and pretty girl: but when
Wong the Tiger wants to have her, her future
appears really sad.
Shu Mei is a warrior nun, escaped from the
famous temple of Tian Shan. The temple has
been destroyed from enemies and the future
of Shu Mei is really not lighter than Chun Yu.
But when Chun Yu meets Shu Mei, and when
Shu Mei starts teaching kung fu to the young
girl, something is gonna change. The violence
of Wong can really be beated...
A surprising graphic novel (with astonishing
illustrations of Andrea Rivola) about kung
fu, women, and the dicoverings of the real
attitude of everyone.

who will rescue chun yu?
leggimi!Graphic

† And now, run

a subire insulti, offese, spintoni.
E poi c’è Alessandro,
bello come un principe azzurro,
che Zago considera roba sua.
Maddalena, però, non è
così sfigata come sembra...
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patrizia rinaldi e marta baroni

patrizia rinaldi e marta baroni

by Patrizia Rinaldi and Marta Baroni
format cm 21 x 29,7 | 64 pages in b/w
Maddalena is a loser. A complete loser. And
also his friend Giorgio is a loser. But when se
discover that Alessandro (the boy she is fall in
love with) Maddalena
really love
her,
Maddalena stop to
sfigata.
è una
be a loser. OAnd
discover
also a new strenght
questo è quello
almeno
Zago bully gang of Zago
di lei the
as to fight che
(bypensano
her way)
terribiliit is the power of
le ragazze girls:
and other eterribles
sua banda.
love, or it isdella
also
a power of school, of good
Maddalena è abituata,
teaching, and
ofalwit.
suo amico Giorgio,
insieme

PICTURE books (3-6)

† What are you looking?
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e tu, cosa stai guar

Cosa stai guardando?

città
in un parco di una

by Marica Bersan | illustrations by
Claudio Cerri |format cm 16x16 |
48 pages in full colour
A little story as to understand the
power of wonders. And at the end
of the book, some activity pages
about colour, rainbow, discoverings
of the world around us.
Rights sold to: Malta

Marica Bersan nasce a Broni nel 1982 e vive a Stradella
in provincia di Pavia, dove ha studiato conseguendo prima
Marica
Bersan è nata a Broni nel 1982 e vive a
la Laurea e poi il Dottorato di Ricerca in Geologia.
Stradella
in provincia di Pavia. dottoressa di
Fin da piccola
è sempreFin
stata
una granèlettrice,
ricerca
in geologia,
da piccola
sempre stata
appassionata
di storie. Col
storie
ha imparato
una
grande lettrice.
Coltempo
tempoleha
imparato
anche aa raccontarle,
lasciando
chelasciando
la fantasia che
la la
anche
raccontarle,
le storie,
portassela
lontano…
fantasia
portasse lontano.…

Claudio Cerri
nel
1976
e daesempre
vive a
Claudio
Cerriè ènato
nato
nel
1976
da sempre
Stradella
in provincia
di Pavia,un
dove
passa
le giornate
vive
a Stradella.
Si reputa
tipo
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tra illustrazione
Si reputaedun tipo
perché
disegnaree ègrafica
la suapubblicitaria.
grande passione
fortunato
è la sua grande
èdavvero
diventato
anche perché
il suo disegnare
lavoro. Quando
non
èpassione
intentoeda scarabocchiare
piace
leggere
e
è diventato anche gli
il suo
lavoro.
Quando
fare
alla ricerca
nuovi
non èlunghe
intentopasseggiate
a pasticciare sulla
carta glidipiace
molto
personaggi
da lunghe
illustrare.
leggere e fare
passeggiate, mentre immagina

Marica Bersan

a tutta nanna

i.i.

di Rebecca LaCoq • illustrazioni di Umberto Scalabrini

Claudio Cerri

euro 8,50 i.i.

tanti nuovi personaggi da illustrare.

Cosa stai

?

guardando

† All sleeping

by Rebecca LaCoq | illustrations
by Umberto Scalabrini | format
cm 16x16 | 32 pages in full colour
Everyone is sleeping! In beds,
under the sea, on the mountains...
A board books for very first
readers.

† cikibom /Book+CD

by A. Chiuchiolo, P. De Gaspari,
M. Ielmini, C. Panza | illustrations
by Francesca Assirelli | format cm
14,5x14,5 | pages 48 in full colour
Cikibom is a book+CD which was
created by a team of musicians
and a paediatrist. A brand new
† how Barks the frog?
editorial achievement: a collection
by Anselmo Roveda | illustrations of musics and techniques to help
by Paolo Domeniconi | format cm parents to establish an immediate
14,5x14,5 | pages 48 in full colour communication link with their
A little funny books in full
child.
colour about animals, different
languages, countries, trips: a
travel from cuckadoodledoo to
chicchirichì!

† The other cinderellas

by Vinicio Ongini and Chiara
Carrer | illustrations by Chiara
† TIC TAC.
Carrer | 60 pages in full colour|
one minute is a cookie!
format cm 21x21
by Valentina Muzzi | ill. by the
The fairy tale of Cinderella is on
Author | format cm 16x16 |
of the most traveling stories: here
pages 48 in full colour
the reader can find four different
A little book about time: childrens versions of the story. As a trip
can see the life, and the passing
around the world with different
of time, in a relly different way
shoes!
from adults!
Rights sold to: Korea

† as a fish in the flood

by Mia Lecomte | illustrations by
Andrea Rivola | 48 pages in full
colour| format cm 21x21
An illustrated book that tell
the great flood in a totally
different perspective.
With ironic and colourful
illustrations, full of fishes,
animals, strange
characters.

† Giufà

by Chiara Carrer and Francesca
Corrao| illustrations by Chiara
Carrer | 60 pages in full colour|
format cm 21x21
Some adventures of Giufa, a really
strange character, a kind of wit
clown that travel all around the
mediterranean sea, with his irony,
his strangeness, his laughs.
Rights sold to: France

F. Brunetti • M. Bruscoli • G. Cauzzi

Lara Albanese è laureata in Fisica, ma da anni si occupa di comunicazione scientifica in
particolare nel campo dell’astronomia e della fisica. Scrive libri per bambini e ragazzi,
progetta mostre scientifiche interattive, si occupa di formazione degli insegnati, di teatro
scientifico, scrive e conduce trasmissioni televisive. Collabora da anni con l’Osservatorio
Astrofisico di Arcetri.

Francesca Brunetti laureata in Lingue e Letterature Straniere Moderne presso l’Università
degli studi di Firenze, è bibliotecaria all’INAF Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri dal 1999.
Partecipa attivamente alle locali attività di diffusione della cultura scientifica rivolte
a bambini, occupandosi di promozione della editoria scientifica per ragazzi, anche
collaborando con riviste specializzate.
Antonella Gasperini laureata in Lettere e Filosofia, lavora presso l’Osservatorio Astrofisico
di Arcetri ed è attualmente responsabile del Servizio Biblioteche e Archivi dell’Istituto
Nazionale di Astrofisica. Collabora inoltre con le attività di diffusione della cultura
Brunetti
Francesca
scientifica e di valorizzazione
del patrimonio
storico dell’Osservatorio

Marialuce Bruscoli
Gianna Cauzzi

Paolo Domeniconi è nato a Crevalcore, paese famoso per le rane e la nebbia. Adesso vive
a Spilamberto dove fa lunghe passeggiate sul fiume e nei ritagli di tempo illustra libri.
Quando cambierà lavoro farà l’attore di teatro, gli piace molto leggere racconti o poesie
ad alta voce e recitare negli spettacoli.

Agnese Baruzzi

a cura di
Lara Albanese
Francesca Brunetti
Antonella Gasperini
illustrazioni di
Paolo Domeniconi

La Sinnos promuove la
Le Biblioteche di Anto

euro 12,00 (i.i.)

euro 12,00 (i.i.)

illustrazioni di

by Francesca Brunetti,
Marialuce
Bruscoli, Gianna
Un viaggio tra passato e presente
attraverso i continenti
Cauzzi
| illustration
by Agnese
alla scoperta
del firmamento
Baruzzi | format 20,5x26, 48
pages, full color
From Australia to America, from
China to Europe, seven stories
about the sun. And after every
story a proposal of activity: how
to observe in a safety way the
sun; how we can use the sun;
how to cook
something with the help of the
sun and much others. At the end
of the book, some pages with
scientifical
informations.

sto r i e d e i c i e l i d e l m o n d o

Avete mai provato ad alzare gli occhi al cielo, in una notte
limpida? Scoprirete migliaia di stelle.
Fin dall’antichità gli uomini sono rimasti affascinati dagli
astri e vi hanno riconosciuto figure di animali, persone e
oggetti: quelle che oggi noi chiamiamo costellazioni.
Ecco allora tante storie provenienti da paesi diversi
– Grandi Antille, Nord America, Polonia, Croazia, Giappone,
India, Paraguay, Italia – che ci raccontano le stelle e le
costellazioni secondo le tradizioni locali.
Nelle ultime pagine giochi, curiosità e concetti di astronomia.

Lara Albanese, Francesca Brunetti, Antonella Gasperini
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† how to catch the sun del mondo

Per saperne di più:
www.sinnos.org
www.ilibrispediamoli

† stories of world’s skyes
by Lara Albanese, Francesca
Brunetti, Antonella Gasperini |
illustrations by Paolo Domeniconi
| 60 pages in full colour| format
cm 21x21
A lot of stories about stars,
constellations, and origins of the
world from different countries.
At the end of the book, some
activity pages, with astronomical
informations and instructions as to
start exploring the sky.

Illustrated fiction 6-8
6+

Alice Keller

gere.

ro

Paola Balzarro

Il se g re to
d ei p ir a ti

venti.

ma
disegni di VeronicA TruTTero

(i.i.)

† The secret of the pirates

by Paola Balzarro | illustrations by
Ilaria Pigaglio | format 12x16,8 |
80 pages full colour
Three friends and a secret treasure:
losti in a little chamber of the
school, there is a secret door, that
lie to a secret cave... A story full of
adventures, skeleton, maps!

† Beak by Beak

by Alice Keller | illustrations by Veronica Truttero |
format 12x16,8 | 64 pages full colour
What can happen if in the Valley of Hen, a feather
fall down? Beak by beak, the feather became other
thing, and a simple event became an enormous
disaster… Starting from a famous Andersen’s tale,
a short and ironical text on vanities, tittle-tattles,
gossips, stories.

Adventurse
in art
history

Illustrated fiction 5-6
leggimi!

José María Gutiérrez e Pablo Zweig

prima

José María Gutiérrez

NESSUEN!o
VINC

nessuno vince !

prima lettura,
divertente e facile da leggere
.
in un elegante concorso
per cani veramente alla
moda,

disegni di Pablo Zweig

si intrufola un cane di strada
...
chi sarà il vincitore?

euro 7,00 (i.i.)

† Surprise in the museum † None wins!
by Federico Appel| illustrations
by Francesca Carabelli | format
cm 15x19 | 32 pages in full colour
IIt’s Sunday and Alice came with
her family in a musesum. She’s
not so happy about it, but when
she start finding strange clues, she
understand that a museum can be
a really funny place...

by José María Gutiérrez |
illustrations by Pablo Zweig
format cm 15x19 | 32 pages in
full colour
IWhat can happen when a little
dog, lost in the town, enter in a
famous and rich competition for
special dogs? Who will win the
most big dog beauty contest of
the world? None...

† white feather

by Pablo Zweig | illustrations by
the Author| format cm 15x19 | 32
pages in full colour
White Feather works in the famous
Buffal Bill’s Circus. He is an acrobat,
he is a champion in archery art and
in boxing, he is the star of the show.
But, what can really happen when
the circus arrives in the village of the
White Feather’s ancestors?

Illustrated fiction 6-8
leggimi!

alice keller

Libri per tutti,
divertenti e facili da leggere
.

Alice Keller e Veronica Trutter
o

disegni DI

Quando i signori G. vanno
in vacanza, non sanno
che a casa loro arrivano
ospiti inattesi: Fernanda
e Osvaldo Cinghialetti,
due tipi raffinati a cui piace
leggere, suonare, dipingere.
Peccato che rimangano
sempre due cinghiali,
un po’ troppo pasticcioni...

Veronica Truttero

euro 8,50 (i.i.)

† A DRagon’s world

by Sofia Gallo | color illustrations by
Vanessa Cazzagon | format 12x16,8 |
64 pages in full colour
A man decides to have a trip on the
dragon’s world. Using his thin mind,
he will find treasures and he will
escapes from terribles dragons...

† Have you got everything?

by Alice Keller | color illustrations by Veronica
Truttero | format 12x16,8 | 80 pages full colour
Fernanda and Osvaldo Cinghialetti are a couple of
really special boars! They loves to read, to write
funny tales, to paint, to play classical music...
Mr. and Mrs. G decide to leave their house for
a weekend. They really can not imagine how
Fernanda and Osvaldo will change their perfect
and sweet and clean house...

Fiction 8-12

Patrizia Rinaldi

maRe

giallo
illustrazioni di Federico appel

euro 11,00 (i.i.)

† yellow sea
Illustrazioni di Federico Appel

patrizia rinaldi

co
zzo

pazzo

Questo libro è stato stampato con il font leggimi,
un carattere speciale appositamente studiato
per agevolare la lettura e per permettere a tutti
di diventare grandi lettori!

federico il pazzo

derico

il

federico

Patrizia Rinaldi

maRe giallo

Alle prese con contrabbandieri, passaggi
segreti e vecchie leggende, ai tre amici
servirà tutto il loro coraggio per risolvere
questo complicato puzzle…

PatRizia Rinaldi

È notte fonda in una villa a picco sul mare:
un rumore misterioso rompe il silenzio.
Forse è il fantasma della contessa che viveva
lì tanti anni prima? Partiti alla ricerca di uno
spettro, tre amici, Hui, Caterina e Thomas,
finiscono immancabilmente nei guai.

† federico the fool

Emanuela Da Ros

Emanuela Da Ros

by Patrizia Rinaldi | ill. b/w by Federico Appel |
pages 112 | format cm 14 x 21
Angelo has just arrived in a new city. He mustleggimi!
attend the eighth grade. But there the boys of
his age seem to be much larger, people speak
in dialect and look like aliens. Angelo is in the
classroom with “Yellow Head”, a neighbourhood
Libri per tutti,
bully, but also with Federico the
fool,
who
reads
divertent
i e facili
da leggere.
Armanda è una strega, non è
più
a lot of books and believes be Frederick
giovanissima (ha 1453II.
anni!) e ha avuto
un sacco di fidanzati famosi,
da Elvis
Between brave teachers, the inevitable
fights
Presley a Dante Alighieri.
Armanda ha
un bel po’ di problemi con la
a
and a special friend, Angelo will
hise per tecnologi
(usa defeat
il forno a microond
mandare
le mail alla sua amica Mirtilla),
ma
fears and learn the value of friendship
the
soprattutto con suoand
figlio Gianperfe
tto
e con sua moglie Ersilia, che
pensano
importance of being himself. sia solo una vecchietta
un po’ svampita.

by Patrizia Rinaldi | ill. b/w by Federico Appel |
pages 112 | format cm 14 x 21
It’s night time. In an ancient palace toward of the
sea, the silence is broken. Maybe it’s the phantom
of the countess who lived here? Or it’s something
different? Three friends - Hui who came from
China; Caterina a really action girl; Thomas, son
of an english bussinessman - start to investigate:
they will discover a really “normal” band of
army smuggler. But they will discover also that
friendship can be really strong!

Che ingenui...
Quanto può essere divertente
avere una nonna strega?

euro 9,00 (i.i.)

† armanda, elvis & the others

by Emanuela Da Ros | Illustrations by Srimalie Bassani
| 96 pages
Armanda is a 1453 years old witch. In her long life she
had a lot of famous boyfirends. as rock and roll stars,
writers, generals. archeologists. But now Armanda
have some trouble with modern tecnologies (she use
the microwave oven as to send emails...) and also with
his son Perfectjohn and his wife, that’s hate magic.

young adults
AnnA bAlzArro

† pianoforte

gi

AnnA bAlzArro
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by Patrizia Rinaldi | pages 112
A school ruin down, suddenly.
Six boys and the piano teacher
still entraped on the inside of the
scholl. During seven long days,
waiting for a help to come, they
starts talking about friendship,
life and misteries. A strange and
original detective novel, full of
music, bad piano sellers, good
teacher, unexpected solutions.
Rights sold to: Hungaria

† year of the ripeness

New

by Anna Balzarro | pages 96
It’s summer and Giulio has just
finished his final exams: together
with his friends he decides to spend
his holidays in his grandparents’
house. But what was supposed to
be a simple beach holiday turns into
a painful investigation, including
suspected terrorists, old partisans,
unhealed wounds…ices, friendship,
love.

† The choice

† Breathe

di Maria Beatrice Masella | pages 192
Rossana is a 13 years old girl, that have just yet changed town
and life (because her parents have been divorced suddenly).
She have also some asthma attack. But when she meet
teather and a first strange love, her life really starts changing.
She will also discover that her ma, is not so bad...

by Luisa Mattia | pages 120
Totò is a 14 years old boy. His
brother, a little boss and a pusher,
is really the Totò’s hero. It’s
beautiful to be a boss. But when a
boy is killed by the Toto’s brother,
all is gonna change. In this book,
bestseller in Italy with more than
15.000 copies sold, Luisa Mattia
tell, without pity, but with clarity,
the life of mafia boys in a big town.
But this is also a story of rebirth:
because there is always a possible
second choice.
Rights sold to: France, Holland

Terra pianeta inquieto
Coccole Books 2017

A real handbook of good practices and
behaviors for kids and educators.
Text by Dino Ticli
Illustrations by Enrico Macchiavello
6 to 9 and 9 to 11
92 pages – 21 x 25 cm
Professor Ulysses is a scientist and a traveler who will guide young readers by offering
advice on behavior and useful information in case of an emergency.
Each chapter will address natural phenomena - including volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes, fires and floods. A short mythological tale will remind readers how our
ancestors sought to explain the forces of nature. Each phenomenon is scientifically
descibed with behavior rules to face it.
Bernardo “Dino” Ticli is a teacher and a writer. He lives in Lecco, where he teaches
science in a high school. He consultant for a natural history museum. Since 1986, he
has written lyrics for boys. His production ranges from novels, theatrical texts, to
scientific divulgation, works for which he has received several awards and prizes. He
has participated in numerous childhood literature festivals and holds meetings and
conferences throughout Italy.
Enrico Macchiavello (Genoa, 1974) is an Italian animator, artist and illustrator, especially
known for his Ceres beer spots. He is a designer and animator, who works artistically and
professionally at the Chiavari School of Music and at the Ligus Academy of Fine Arts in
Genoa. Along with Gregorio Giannotta, Silvano Galif and Leonardo Montaruli is a founding
member of La Fantomatica, a company that provides graphic services and products for
various media, such as publishing, web and broadcasting.
In 2000, he got the Andersen Award for the best multimedia product for kids. He sets up
stage design and participates in exhibitions both in Italy and abroad. He also creates graphics
and animations for multimedia CDs and websites.
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Il mio tempo con Olly
Being the brother of a very special girl can be complicated
Text by Francesca Gallo
Illustrations by Andrea Rivola
Coccole Books 2017
48 pages – 14 x 20.5 cm
6-9 years

Olimpia, that everyone calls Olly, is really a unique little girl.
Her brother has to write about her as a holiday home work. So a great nuisance turns
into a notebook full of memories and feelings about how incredible, and sometimes
complicated, is the life of a disable girl's brother.
Francesca Gallo was born in Milan but lives and works in Engadin
and sometimes in Genoa. After years of goodwill fables she created
for her daughters, she became an author by chance and for fun.
Selected for the Gutenberg Prize.
Mention of Honor at the International Contest of Fairy Illustrated
Tales.
I'm Andrea Rivola, I'm an italian illustrator living in Riolo Terme
(Ra). Since finishing studies I am freelancing as an Illustrator and
graphic designer. I work in analog/digital mediums. I am always
interested in collaborations with other artists.
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GASTALDO
by Anselmo Roveda
cover by Fabiano Florin
softcover
80 pages
17x24 cm
+8

FLAMENCA

by Francesco Gambino
& Enrico Cerni
ill. Fabiano Florin
softcover
80 pages
17x24 cm
+8

16th century Italy is crossed by armed bands, war rages. On
the battlefields of the Italian country, Europe's balance and
destiny of the greatest powers of the Earth are at stake.
Gastaldo, who remained orphaned after the Lansquenets' raids
on his native village, is raised by Mastro Claudio, an expert
blacksmith, manufacturer of spears and alabards, who is
secretly experimenting the development of a harquebus.
In the months preceding the Battle of Pavia in 1525, between
Emperor Charles V and the King of France, Francis I, Master
Claudio entrusts a mission to Gastaldo: to show and deliver to
Giovanni delle Bande Nere, the most important among the
captains of fortune, his new harquebus.
It is the beginning of an adventure that will lead young
Gastaldo to become a man and to be a witness of a crucial
passage of military history: the disappearance of heavy cavalry
and the advent of firearms.
The famous medieval novel
adapted for today's youg readers.
Flamenca is one of the most beautiful girls in France, perhaps
the most beautiful at the time of medieval castles, knights and
sparkling weapons.
For her wedding with Archimbaut, Lord of Bourbon, a
wonderful party is organized, with lots of music, dancing, fun
and all kinds of delicacies on the tables. Of that celebration,
the memory long survives: visitors from everywhere come to
celebrate - the king and the queen in person come to Bourbon,
a town famous for its spas and hot baths.
Flamenca is happy, she is in seventh heaven. Jealousy, however,
does bad jokes: very soon Archimbaut begins to doubt
Flamenca's loyalty. To prevent her from meeting other men, he
locks the bride in a tower, watched by two maids: a real prison.
He seems crazy, mumbling, and complaining continually.
Flamenca becomes sad, weeps and regrets the days of youth,
so carefree and full of wishes. This is just the beginning of an
extraordinary story full of turns of events, where cunning
moves, perseverance and inventiveness are the leading themes.

Anselmo Roveda

NINO E LA MAFIA
Ill. by Gianni De Conno
Softcover
80 pages
14x20.5 cm
+7
A story of confiscated assets to the mafia.
Nino, Federico and Elena are brothers. On the road to school there is a house the
windows of which are always shut. Nino is the yougest and has some fear of that
mysterious building. He is not the only one to be curious - who is living there? What do
they do in it? Why is there always a car parked outside? Getting answers seems not so
easy, but Nino is kinky and Elena, her big sister, has clear ideas. Then finally the
windows open up and the house is turned into an aggregation center for children and
teenagers of the village.
They may be all happy, but one night ... someone set fire to the house.

Dino Ticli

IL SOGNO DI MARTIN
Softcover
128 pages
14.5x20 cm
+12

50 years after M. L. King's death many rights in the world still have no voice
Martin is a black guy in America in the 1930s and tells us his story through the most
significant episodes of his life, the invincibility of ideas even in the face of time and
death. The autobiographical tale alternates with as many episodes that, in different parts
of the world, can happen to boys like him today. To understand that there is still a long
way to go to respect human rights.
Martin's dream must not remain an unrealistic hope but a possible goal.

Coccole Books
A New Series for Early Readers
Stories for increasingly keen readers
A few words in ther first pages, then longer and longer texts
in uppercase letters
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lettura resta solo

Camilla e i calzini sper

scritto da Anna Lavatelli illustrato da Lau

ISBN: 978-88-98346-86-8

Da 6 anni in su - collana: Libri per prima
Pag. 48 - cm 13,5x18,5 - copertina cartonci

€ 6,90

Tanti calzini spaiati, una lavat
e una bambina molto in gamb

ANNA LAVATELLI
Anna Lavatelli è nata e risiede a Cameri (Novara). Laureata in Filosofia, ha insegnato Lettere nelle scuole medie.
Come scrittrice si è cimentata nei generi più diversi, con
una particolare attenzione alle tematiche della società
che più influenzano la vita dei ragazzi. Ha pubblicato
con le più importanti case editrici italiane. Nel 2005 ha
vinto il Premio Andersen - Il Mondo dell’Infanzia come
miglior autrice.

Nella famiglia Scarpetta c’è un mistero p
tratta? È presto detto: nella loro casa spa
sempre uno alla volta! In casa vivono ben 1
sono 24 gambe, ma non si capisce chi poss
Camilla, che è la più piccola e parla pochi
tutta sua in proposito, ma non la confessa

PAROLE CHIAVE:famiglia numerosa, al
calzini spaiati

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.8
Promozione: PEA Italia - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389
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Betta suona qui!

scritto da Gigliola Alvisi illustrato da Lau

ISBN: 978-88-98346-87-5

Da 6 anni in su - collana: Libri per prima
Pag. 48 - cm 13,5x18,5 - copertina cartonci

€ 6,90

Due migliori amiche che no
e un fratello davvero specia

GIGLIOLA ALVISI
Nata a Vicenza vive da molti anni a Padova.
Svolge laboratori di scrittura creativa e di promozione della lettura per bambini e organizza corsi
per adulti. Ha pubblicato per la casa editrice EL il
romanzo per ragazzi Non sono una bambola!
vincitore del Premio Selezione Bancarellino 2011
e del Premio Annamaria Castellano 2012, tradotto in francese, serbo e polacco. Nel 2011 sempre
EL ha pubblicato il suo secondo romanzo per
ragazzi Sono solo Mia, inserito nei Magnifici 15
dell’edizione 2012 di Libernauta Firenze. Per
Rizzoli laria Alpi. La ragazza che voleva raccontare l’inferno, è arrivato finalista al Premio Minerva.
Con Piccolissimo me, ha vinto il premio Battello a
Vapore 2015. Per Coccole books ha scritto
Troppo piccola per dire sì, un testo sulle spose
bambine arrivato finalista al Premio Minerva
2017.

Avere una migliore amica è una cosa m
quella bambina non è Celeste. Lei e Betta n
niente, ma hanno lo stesso condiviso per a
sino le feste di compleanno! Tutto è finito
cello, il fratellino di Betta, che tutti chiama
tipo davvero speciale. Ci penserà una lezio
incontrare di nuovo e allora saranno davve

PAROLE CHIAVE:amicizia, disabilità, m

Coccole books Srl - Via G. Fortunato, 54 - 87021 Belvedere Marittimo (CS) - www.coccoleebooks.com - edizioni@coccolebooks.com - +39.0985.8
Promozione: PDE Spa - Tutor librerie: tutor@pde.it - Tel +39.02.26111870 int 389

MY CLASS OF MONSTERS
by Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone
illustrations by Enrico Macchiavello
Coccole Books 2017
Hardcover – 56 pages 25x32 cm
+ 8 years

A team of bizzarre little monsters
that are fondly described
by a classmate of theirs

Every double page of this album portrays an incredible child – a boy
that looks like a steaming locomotive, a pair of twins who look like
the wheels of a bicycle, a girl crying candies ...

The Author
Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone has worked as
schoolteacher and is the author of
children stories and scripts for radio and
TV. In 1996 he won the Andersen
Award.
The Illustrator
Enrico Macchiavello (Genoa, November
6, 1974) is an animator, artist and
Italian illustrator, particularly known for
the commercials of Ceres beer.
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The Earth Is a Great Carousel
di Debora Bertozzi e Sergio Staino
Clichy 2017
Collection: Carrousel
ISBN: 978-88-6799-421-2
32 pages – 25x25 cm
Cardboard
6 -10 years

A collection of six short stories thet are freely drawn from six of Fabrizio De André's
most famous songs. Rose's mouth, the Fisherman, the Judge, the Unhappy King, the Probo Man,
Geordie and Marinella, as inhabitants of a small, marginal world, can meet and talk,
albeit always and still remain themselves. These stories, created for little readers, are
suspended between myth and reality and crowded with lost souls, and mantain a
viewpont point under wind from which De André sent his message of freedom and
redemption against bullying and overpowering.
Debora Bertozzi, after having worked in the organization of musical and cultural
events, since 1994 has devoted herself exclusively to teaching. She holds training
courses for teachers and workshops in primary and junior high school classes to
introduce Fabrizio De André to children.

Sergio Staino, illustrator, writer, film director and cultural operator. Restless soul of
the Marxist left, he was the "historical" cartoonist and then director of the newspaper
"Unità", but his stripes appear in many Italian newspapers and periodicals. He lives
and works in Scandicci, in Tuscany.
Fabrizio De André (Genoa, February 18, 1940 - Milan, January 11, 1999) was an
Italian songwriter. He is considered by most critics one of the greatest Italian
songwriters of all times
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MMS. Who Says the Truth?
ANNALISA STRADA
EUNO
+ 14
148 pages
€.10.0

Five kids, five friends - very similar and very different. Their lives have in common only the school and
the weekend parties, but a past that for the most part it is better to hide. Among subterfuge, lies and
guilty omissions, they are forced to rediscover what they would prefer to deny. Accomplices a
Halloween party, a trip and a thrilling car chase, the truth is to seek justice.
Annalisa Strada lives in the province of Brescia, where she teaches literature in secondary schools.
Since 2002 she has published picture, early readers', children's, and adults' book with different
publishers. In 2014 she was awarded the ANDERSEN prize with the book Una sottile linea rosa(Giunti).

Santa'a Nine Reindeer
Ferdinando Albertazzi
Euno
+6
64 pages
€ 6.00

Poor Santa is desperate - his reindeer disappeared! No one has stolen them nor they ran away. They
have mysteriously vanished into thin air.
How will he deliver gifts this year? How will he make happy the children worldwide if they are likely to
find nothing under the tree?
Little Nicola and eight of his small friends have to help Santa to make his annual tour over the roofs
of the world.
Ferdinando Albertazzi is one of the most brilliant a pupular authors of children stories

THE UGLY DUCKLING
edited by Enza Crivelli
illustrated by Arianna Papini
uovonero 2017
collection : pesci parlanti /8
32 cardboard contoured pages
22 x 22 cm.
euro 18
The famous fairy tale is retold using Picture Communication Symbols.
A timeless classic of childhood literature in a new communicative form, suitable for
everyone.
The cardboard pages have a special and unique shaping that makes the book easy to
browse for anyone, specially designed by uovonero for the collection pesciparlanti.
The book is made of durable materials to last longer, especially in environments such
as libraries, schools or rehabilitation services, where it is subject to more intense use.

Easily readable albums with a
special shape and
Picture Communication Symbols
sfogliafacile®
is the book design that was
developed with the help of
little readers

the pesciparlanti collection

Snow-white

Little Red
Riding Hood

The Wolf and
the Seven
Kids

The Magic
Bean

Rapunzel
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Goldilocks
and the
Three Bears

Three Little
Pigs

*NEW BOOK
Le parole di Bianca sono farfalle
By Chiara Lorenzoni e Sophie Fatus

UOVO NERO
Collection I libri di Camilla with WLS
symbols
Camilla is a Collection of Modified
Inclusive Albums for Free Access
Reading - it offers succesful illustrated
books in a new verison using
Augmentative Alternative Communicatio
(AAC) and Widgit Literacy Symbols (WLS)

*NEW BOOK
Garrincha
By Antonio Ferrara
A graphic novel showing the incredible
life of Garrincha, one of the greatest
player in the history of football
Manoel Francisco dos Santos, aka Garrincha,
wants to be a footballer, but because of polio, has
crooked legs. But with hard work and talent he
will be able to become one of the gretest
champions in football history. Antonio Ferrara,
one of the most outstanding authors of children's
literature in recent years, takes us with grace and
lightness in the true story of a myth, in the lights
of success and a dissolute life.

UOVONERO
i geodi /14
120 PAGES cm. 16,5 x 24
ISBN 978-88-96918-38-8
15 euro

CHI SE LA FILA?
by Roberta Angeletti

Uovonero - Collection i geodi/16
fully illustrated album -28 pages - cm. 28 x 24,5
5-10 years
ISBN 978-88-96918-32-6
15 euro
A silent book in which the characters chase from cover to cover.
Some have trouble expressing love in his family. He fails either in deed or in words. Or
he is wrong when he tries. Then there are those who have the opposite problem. Some
does, says, talks all the time, and finally love is expressed. What may happen then?
A cute and funny story about the many ways of family loving and to express affection,
haste and the ability to stop and listen

AUTOADESIVI REMOVIBILI

LIBRI PER BAMBINI

PaPelu

ANIMALI E CUCCIOLI

3 TITOLI - 12 PAGINE
+ 2 DI ADESIVI
PUNTO METALLICO
FORMATO 205 X 220
REF. PA030
ISBN 9788898421312

€ 4,90

TRE ALBUM CON ADESIVI REMOVIBILI E
PAGINE PLASTIFICATE CON TANTI DISEGNI
E TANTI ADESIVI DA ATTACCARE E STACCARE,
PER IMPARARE A RICONOSCERE IN MODO
FACILE E DIVERTENTE, GLI ANIMALI E I
LORO CUCCIOLI
A PARTIRE DAI 3 ANNI

ILLUSTRAZIONI: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA
PROGETTO GRAFICO: LUCA GRIGOLATO

AUTOADESIVI REMOVIBILI

LIBRI PER BAMBINI

PaPelu

MEZZI DI TRASPORTO

3 TITOLI - 12 PAGINE
+ 2 DI ADESIVI
PUNTO METALLICO
FORMATO 205 X 220
REF. PA031
ISBN 9788898421329

€ 4,90

TRE ALBUM CON ADESIVI REMOVIBILI E
PAGINE PLASTIFICATE CON TANTI SCENARI
E TANTI ADESIVI DA ATTACCARE E STACCARE,
PER IMPARARE A RICONOSCERE IN MODO
FACILE E DIVERTENTE, I MEZZI DI
TRASPORTO
A PARTIRE DAI 3 ANNI

ILLUSTRAZIONI: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA
PROGETTO GRAFICO: LUCA GRIGOLATO

IO GIOCO CON IL

LIBRI PER BAMBINI

PaPelu

NATALE

1 TITOLO - 48 PAGINE
BROSSURA CUCITA
FORMATO 205 X 220
REF. PA033
ISBN 9788898421343

LABIRINTI, CORNICETTE, PUNTINI DA UNIRE,
DIFFERENZE, COSA APPARE? E TANTISSIMI ALTRI
SIMPATICI E DIVERTENTI GIOCHI A TEMA NATALIZIO
DA FARE NELLE FREDDE GIORNATE INVERNALI
UN IDEA REGALO PER NATALE
A PARTIRE DAI 3 ANNI

€ 6,90
ILLUSTRAZIONI: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA
IDEAZIONE E PROGETTO GRAFICO: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA - LUCA GRIGOLATO

IL MIO PRIMO QUADERNO DEL

LIBRI PER BAMBINI

PaPelu

COSA APPARE ?

IN QUESTO QUADERNO IL BAMBINO, TROVERA’ UNA SEQUENZA
DI DISEGNI A DIFFICOLTA’ PROGRESSIVA CHE CELANO AL LORO
INTERNO DELLE FIGURE. COLORANDO CON IL GIUSTO COLORE
GLI SPAZI CONTENENTI UN PALLINO COLORATO, IL BAMBINO
POTRA’ SCOPRIRE CHE FIGURA E’ NASCOSTA NEL DISEGNO.
UN SEMPLICE E DIVERTENTE GIOCO PER STIMOLARE LA
CURIOSITA’, MIGLIORARE LA COORDINAZIONE VISIVO-MOTORIA,
IMPARARE A RICONOSCERE I COLORI E SCOPRIRE...
COSA APPARE ?
A PARTIRE DAI 3 ANNI

1 TITOLO - 48 PAGINE
FORMATO 205 X 220
REF. PA032
ISBN 9788898421336

€ 4,90
ILLUSTRAZIONI: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA
IDEAZIONE E PROGETTO GRAFICO: EUGENIA DOLZHENKOVA - LUCA GRIGOLATO

